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ABSTRACT: We demonstrate intense pulsed light (IPL)
sintering of inkjet-printed CuO layers on a primer-coated
porous PET substrate to convert the electrically insulating
CuO into conductive Cu. With this approach, conductive
layers are obtained in less than 1 s after the printing process.
The IPL sintering was performed for high productivity with
minimum duration and repetition of IPL irradiation to evaluate
the effect of pulse number and energy output on the
conductivity and morphology of the sintered Cu layers.
Depending on the energy output, sheet resistances were
measured as 0.355, 0.131, and 0.121 Ω·□−1 by exposure
energy of 5.48 (single pulse), 7.03 (double pulse), and 7.48 J·cm−2 (triple pulse), respectively. In contrast, an excessive energy
with relatively short pulse duration causes a delamination of the Cu layer. The lowest resistivity of about 55.4 nΩ·m (corresponds
to about 30% conductivity of bulk Cu) was obtained by an IPL sintering process of 0.26 s after the printing, which was composed
of 2 ms triple pulses with 10 Hz frequency.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Recently, inkjet printing processes, which employ either metal
nanoparticles (NPs) or organic materials for functional
patterning have been attracting much interest for different
applications in the field of printed electronics, such as RFID
tags, capacitors, rectifiers, organic thin film transistors
(OTFTs), and many others.1−5 In contrast to the traditional
production of electronics such as lithography or vapor
deposition, inkjet printing technology enables the fabrication
of electronic circuitry with low cost, high throughput, and large-
area processing on flexible materials.6 It is an additive process
and thus considered as more environmental friendly and
material-saving than conventional photolithographic methods.7

Additionally, inkjet printing technology facilitates the adapta-
tion of roll-to-roll (R2R) production for mass manufacturing.
For solution-based manufacturing technologies such as inkjet

printing, post-treatment processes play an important role. After
deposition of the materials, drying, curing, or sintering steps are
required to obtain a functional layer or functional devices. In
many cases, even a combination of these post-treatment steps is
necessary and the deposited materials as well as the substrate
are exposed to high energy (usually thermal energy), for
example, to enable a sinter process of metal NP. By using metal
NP inks, the energy required to sinter the metal NP is
dramatically reduced in comparison to the bulk metal. The
conventional approach for sintering is a simple heating process

on a hot plate or in oven. Usually, temperatures between 150
and 300 °C are required for high conductivity.8 However, these
temperatures are still higher than the glass transition temper-
ature (GT) of most of the cost-effective polymer foils which are
traditionally applied in graphic industry, and are also of high
relevance for printed electronics, for example, polyethylene
terephthalate (PET), polyethylene (PE), or polypropylene
(PP). Thus, alternative technologies for the post-treatment of
deposited layers were introduced to reduce the temperature
affecting the stability of the polymer substrates. Possible
technologies are microwave, plasma, and intense pulsed light
(IPL) sintering (also called photonic sintering), or even its
combinations. These technologies allow the application of cost-
effective polymer foils (no destructive heating) as substrates
and additionally the shortening of processing duration. Table 1
summarizes the required durations of different post-treatment
methods for deposited Ag NP inks with corresponding
conductivity of the layers comparing to bulk silver.9−13

As shown exemplary in the table, the combination of IPL and
microwave exposure facilitates the shortest sintering time of 15
s for Ag NPs and a comparable high conductivity.9 In case of
R2R printing, the 15 s duration results in a considerably low
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velocity of a moving substrate in a fixed length of post-
treatment process. For instance, a post-treatment length of 3 m
would correspond to a comparable low operating velocity of 0.2
m/s. This low processing velocity reduces dramatically the
productivity and influences finally also the production costs.
Therefore, mainly high-cost substrates, such as polyimide (PI)
or metal foils, were employed for electronic applications when
using R2R printing processes. To enable the fabrication of R2R-
printed electronics based on cost-effective polymer substrates,
the existing post-treatment processes have to be well adjusted.
IPL sintering has been introduced a couple of years ago as a

promising tool for printed electronics. This technology was
formerly developed for the silicon industry and could recently
extend its application toward printed electronics for the
sintering of Ag NPs, copper oxide (CuO) NPs, and composite
materials in ambient conditions.14 Especially for printed
electronics, IPL sintering technology has many benefits in
comparison to traditional curing processes. Most of the
traditional sintering processes such as simple thermal heating
on a hot plate or in an oven applying heat to entire materials
including the substrate. In contrast, IPL sintering is a more
selective sintering method as it heats mainly the deposited
materials by exposure of broadband light in microsecond scale.8

Therefore, it is possible to prevent thermal defects on the
substrate and reduce the very long and sophisticated paths of
post-treatment processes usually employed in traditional
heating concepts for R2R printing systems. In literature, the
focus of IPL sintering investigations is mainly set on the effect
of exposure energy or pulse shape on the conductivity of
sintered layer.15,16 But also the properties of the substrate as
well as the printing and drying process play a key role for IPL
sintering. In sharp contrast with the conventional curing that is
usually drying and sintering the deposited wet layer for a
comparable long period of time, IPL exposure aims for drying
and sintering within micro- or milliseconds. The condition of
the deposited layer is important for the IPL process. In
literature, most of the printed layers were dried before exposing
them to IPL.14−16 In these cases, the post-treatment process is
separated in a drying part and a sintering part. Using wet layers
for IPL sintering is also possible and especially beneficial for
R2R printing, but the process conditions need to be tuned
carefully and usually higher energies and longer durations are
required to vaporize the solvents and sinter the NP
afterward.17,18 That is the reason why either IPL or a
combination of IPL and microwave treatment only shorten
the sintering duration to 15 s in which both drying and
sintering are taking place.9

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, IPL sintering of inkjet-printed CuO layers on a
primer-coated porous PET substrate is demonstrated. The
duration for the conductive layer formation is less than 1 s and
comprises both layer drying and layer sintering. In contrast to
the most research works in literature, we do not use a special

drying process to vaporize solvents of the deposited inks before
the IPL process, because the porous substrate can partially
absorb the deposited solvent, which results to optimized
conditions for the sintering process. Next to the solvent
absorption, the porous substrate has a second important
function: It supports the leveling of the printed layers to a
certain extend leading to smoother layer morphologies in
contrast to nonporous substrates. Furthermore, also the
adhesion of the layer is improved which is important for IPL
sintering. The conductivity as well as the morphology of
sintered copper (Cu) layers were analyzed according to the IPL
parameters such as energy exposure, pulse length, and number
of pulses.
IPL sintering for high productivity with minimum duration

and repetition of IPL irradiation was performed to evaluate the
effect of pulse number and energy on the conductivity and
morphology of the sintered Cu layer on the porous substrate.
As it was mentioned above, the productivity of a R2R system
mainly depends on the time duration of the post-treatment
process for the deposited layers. In case of IPL sintering, the
productivity of the R2R system is determined by the number of
pulses and the frequency. The number of pulses was set to 1, 2,
and 3 with a constant total duration of 6 ms and a fixed
frequency of 10 Hz (see Supporting Information Figure S3a−c
for further details). For high productivity, IPL sintering should
have as less pulses as possible and a high frequency. Figure 1
shows the obtained sheet resistances of IPL sintered Cu as a
function of energy exposure. The sheet resistance of Cu is
reversely proportional to the energy exposure of the IPL. When
the exposed energy is less than 3.98 J·cm−2, sintering of the

Table 1. Posttreatment Technologies for Ag Nanoparticles Inks, Its Durations and the Obtained Conductivity As Ratio of Ag
Bulk Conductivity

intense pulsed light and microwave
sintering9

microwave
sintering10

intense pulsed light
sintering11

plasma and microwave
sintering12

conventional oven
sintering13

duration (S) 15 60 300 300 1800
bulk Ag conductivity
ratio (%)

40 34 34 60 30

Figure 1. Sheet resistance of sintered Cu layer as function of energy
exposure and number of pulses. The frequency for multi pulses is 10
Hz and the pulse duration 6 ms. The inset shows a macrophotograph
of square patterns of as-printed CuO (left, not conductive) and IPL-
sintered Cu (right, conductive).
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CuO layer is not possible. The energy is too low for solvent
vaporization, the chemical reduction of CuO as well as
elimination of its organic stabilizers and the sintering process.
Using a single pulse of 3.98−5.48 J·cm−2, the sheet resistance
was measured as 0.355−2.861 Ω·□−1. Energies higher than 5 J·
cm−2 within one single pulse decrease dramatically the sheet
resistance. The sheet resistance was measured to 0.131−0.172
Ω·□−1 for a double pulse in the range of 5.86−7.03 J·cm−2. For
a triple pulse of 7.48−9.98 J·cm−2, the sheet resistance was
measured as 0.121−0.599 Ω·□−1.
It is noteworthy, that excessive energy with relatively short

pulse duration causes a delamination of the Cu layer, for
example, for more than 5.86 J·cm−2 in a single pulse (duration
is 6 ms) or more than 7.48 J·cm−2 for a double pulse (duration
of each pulse is 3 ms). In these cases, the Cu layer is partially
delaminated from the substrate as shown in Figure 2b and 2c,
the sheet resistance of which was measured as 4.57 MΩ·□−1.
The delamination follows the droplet path by printing
direction, thus depends strongly on the conditions of droplet
deposition. Normally, the deposited droplets coalescence and
accumulate as a wet film when using nonporous substrates. We
call this “wet-in-wet printing”. The topography of the deposited
layer, after drying, is determined by the conditions of
evaporation (e.g., vaporization on the surface and fluidic
circulation).21 In contrast, a droplet on porous substrate is
pinned immediately after the contact with the substrate due to
the solvent absorption, which initiates the drying of the droplet.
When ejecting the next droplet in printing direction, the drop
will coalesce with the former one because pinning and drying
has not been advancing much. Droplets printed in the same line
in printing direction will thus coalescence. When printing of the
first line finishes, the print head will go back to starting position
and will begin with the second line. Because of the movement
of the print head, a certain time of period will pass. During this
period, the former printed line is pinned and drying advanced.
The droplets deposited in the second line will thus not coalesce
with the droplets printed before but leading to clearly visible
lines in the printed pattern as shown in Supporting Information
Figure S1b and c. Figure 2b shows the delamination of the Cu
layer. Obviously, the delamination follows the droplet path
caused by the deposition process. The rapid evaporation of
solvents and binders of the CuO ink during the IPL exposure
can initiate the delamination.16 Furthermore, the inhomoge-
neous layer of the deposited CuO showing clearly lines from
the inkjet printing process contributes to an irregular
absorption of energy. In case of higher layer thickness, the
energy absorption might be intensified resulting in delamina-

tion at these areas. Former research on IPL sintering of Cu and
Ag demonstrated, that the delamination of sintered layers can
be prevented by multistep sintering with 8−16 pulses.15,22

However, this strategy is not qualified to enable the application
of IPL sintering for high productivity, for example, R2R
manufacturing. If the required number of pulses increases, the
operating velocity of the system has to be decreased in constant
frequency of IPL, which is physically limited due to capacitor
charging period in continuous irradiations. Therefore, we
suggest less number of pulses for high productivity as well as
prevention of delamination by fine-tuning of IPL process
parameters.
Figure 3a−3d show the SEM images of as-printed CuO and

sintered Cu layers at different IPL exposure energies. The SEM
images b−d clearly demonstrate that the Cu NPs are
agglomerated and a continuous conductive network is formed.
The increasing irradiation energy applied results to grain size
growth and to smaller pores, which finally improves the
conductivity as already shown in Figure 1. Figure 3b shows
more pores than Figure 3c because grains of Cu grew and neck
formation is initiated with increasing IPL exposure energy. The
pores in Figure 3b can interrupt the electron transfer and
decrease the conductivity. In Figure 3c, the area as well as the
number of pores were reduced and branches of Cu NPs were
formed because of the higher energy irradiation of 5.99 J·cm−2.
Figure 3d shows a complex network of Cu with increased
grains. The number of pores increased, but the pore sized
decreased contributing to higher conductivity. The bonding of
the particles to each other and the grain growth finished. It is
not possible to decrease the remaining porosity using IPL.
Higher energies cause delamination and thus the layer is
destroyed and conductivity increases. A detailed study about
the grain growth and neck formation of the Cu particles based
on image processing can be found in Supporting Information
Figure S4. Figure 3e shows the energy dispersive X-ray (EDX)
analysis of an as-printed CuO and IPL-sintered Cu layer
according to the different energy exposures. It clearly shows,
that the oxygen (O) of the inkjet-printed CuO layer and
organic stabilizers were reduced by the IPL exposure, even with
the lowest energy of 5 J·cm2. According to the graph, the
different energies of IPL exposure have no influence on the
amount of oxygen reduction. The mechanism of the reduction
of CuO to pure Cu using IPL sintering is barely studied in
literature and thus not yet sufficiently clarified. Ryu at el.23

propose a reactive sintering mechanism because of photoactive
polymers that act like alcohol or acid reductants during the IPL
process and enable the reduction of the CuO shell to Cu.

Figure 2. (a) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of IPL-sintered Cu layers of a well-sintered pattern, (b) a delaminated Cu layer in which
the delamination follows the printing paths, and (c) a magnification of the marked area of b to show the roll-up of the printed layer after IPL
sintering with high energy.
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However, further studies on the CuO reduction using IPL are

required to have a verified and exact explanation of

mechanism.23

Higher energy of IPL forms much more dense structures of

Cu NPs, which results to higher conductivity. However, the

number and duration of pulses has to be controlled to prevent

the delamination.

The layer thickness of the sintered Cu layers as a function of
the IPL energy is illustrated in Figure 4a. The thickness of the
inkjet-printed CuO layer without any treatments was measured
to about 1020 ± 70 nm. The thickness of the sintered Cu layer
decreases as the exposure energy increases. With a single pulse
of 3.98−5.48 J·cm−2, the thickness was reduced to about 1020−
500 nm. In case of double pulses of 5.86−7.03 J·cm−2, the
thickness was decreased to 650−450 nm. However, for the

Figure 3. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of (a) as-printed CuO layer and IPL-sintered Cu layers of different exposure energies: (b)
5.01 J·cm−2 by 1 pulse, (c) 5.99 J·cm−2 by 2 pulses, and (d) 6.81J.cm−2 by 3 pulses. The insets show graphs of pores probability as function of pore
size obtained by the linear intercept method. (e) Energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis of as-printed CuO and sintered Cu layers of panels a−d.
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higher energies used in the triple pulse, the thickness increased
again up to 580 nm. This is because of the formation of huge
grains in the Cu layer, which induced inhomogeneous shear
force along the droplet printing path for delamination from the
substrate. In the microscopic image of Figure 4b, it can be
verified that cracks along the droplet path as well as curled
edges occurred when using excessive irradiation energy.
The lowest resistivity of IPL sintered Cu layers can be

calculated to about 55.4 nΩ·m, which is about 30% of bulk Cu
conductivity. The sheet resistance is 0.132 Ω·□−1 and the layer
thickness 420 nm. The layer was IPL-sintered at 8 J·cm−2. To
verify the applicability of the proposed IPL sintering method, a
RFID coil pattern was inkjet-printed and sintered as
demonstrated in Figure 5 (using a single pulse of 4.5 J·cm−2).

■ CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we reported about IPL sintering of inkjet-printed
CuO layers on a primer-coated porous PET substrate. Because
of the IPL sintering, the CuO was converted into Cu with up to
30% conductivity of bulk Cu within 6 ms. In contrast to most
research works in literature, we do not use a special drying
process to vaporize solvents of the deposited inks before the
IPL process. The porous substrate used here can partially
absorb the deposited solvent which results in optimized
conditions for the sintering process. Furthermore, also the
adhesion of the Cu is improved using the primer-coated

substrate, which is important for IPL sintering. The
conductivity, as well as the morphology, of sintered Cu layers
were analyzed according to IPL parameters such as energy
exposure, pulse length, and number of pulses. The duration for
the conductive layer formation is less than 1 s and comprises
both layer drying and layer sintering. In addition, the layer
formation is also possible on flexible and cheap polymer
substrates as demonstrated. Both the very short sintering
duration and the flexible polymer substrates can be considered
as important step toward R2R processing and higher
productivity.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
For the investigation of Cu layers on the porous PET substrate, a
commercially available water-based CuO ink (ICI-002HV, NovaCen-
trix) with 16 wt % solids content was used. The CuO ink was
percolated by a polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) filter with a pore size
of 1 μm before deposition by an inkjet printer. One side primer-coated
PET foil (IJ-220, NovaCentrix) was employed as porous substrate.
The primer is a sol−gel applied silica layer which is commonly used as
absorptive coating for inkjet substrates in graphic industries. It is a
hydrophilic material with fine porosity providing high absorption
capacity for fluids. In graphic inkjet industry, the silica-coated
substrates are mainly used for high quality color printing contributing
to optimized optical density and color gamut.

The SEM image of the primer-coated substrate reveals a notable
nanostructure with many pores for the absorption of deposited ink as
shown in Supporting Information Figure S1a. For the SEM image, the
primer-coated PET was sputtered with about 15 nm Pt. The structure
of Pt intensifies the structure of the primer coating. The grain and gap
sizes of the coating were measured by the linear intercept method to
about 75 ± 4 and 22 ± 4 nm, respectively.19 For the linear intercept
method, five horizontal lines were depicted in the SEM image, where
the boundaries between grain and gap were determined. Then, by
comparing relationship between scale bar and pixel number, the grain
and gap were calculated using numerical calculation software,
MATLAB (MathWorks). The Autodrop deposition system manufac-
tured by Microdrop Technology was employed to print the prepared
CuO ink in squares of 5 × 5 mm2 as shown in Supporting Information
Figure S2a. The system was equipped with a piezoelectric inkjet single
nozzle (MD-K-130) having a nozzle orifice diameter of 69 μm.
Printing parameters of drop spacing, printing velocity and printing
direction were adjusted as 80 μm, 25 mm·s−1, and one way printing
(printing origin is every time on the same side, the pattern is
developed line by line), respectively. In case of the printed coil of
Figure 5, the printing direction was not line by line, but was following

Figure 4. (a) Thickness of IPL-sintered Cu layer as function of energy exposure and (b) microscope image of cracks along droplet path with curled
edge in IPL-sintered Cu layer at 9.98 J·cm−2.

Figure 5. Inkjet-printed Cu coil pattern on porous PET substrate.
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the drawing path of the coil (from the outside to the center). The
inkjet-printed CuO layers were sintered by the IPL sintering system
PulseForge 3200 (NovaCentrix, Supporting Information Figure S2b),
at room temperature and in ambient condition. The IPL sintering
system is designed for R2R processing and consists of four xenon
lamps, a reflector system and a water-cooled metal back-plate.20 The
exposure energy of a single pulse can be adjusted from 0.01 to 15 J·
cm−2 by variation of two parameters: Voltage and pulse duration. The
voltage and the pulse duration were adjusted between 150 and 390 V
and 30 μs and 10 ms, respectively. Also multipulses with a frequency
range of 0.01 Hz−50 kHz are possible.
The layer surface and cross sections were characterized by optical

microscopy using a Leica DM4000 M microscope and by SEM using a
FEI Nova NanoSEM 200. For the measurement of sheet resistance, a
4-point probe station (PM5, Süss Microtec) with source meter
(2636A, KEITHLEY) was employed. The layer morphology of the
sintered Cu was measured using a surface profilometer (Dektak 150,
Veeco).
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